Enhanced response of neurons in rat somatosensory cortex to stimuli containing temporal noise.
Sensory stimuli under natural conditions often consist of a temporally irregular sequence of events, contrasting with the periodic sequences commonly used as stimuli in the laboratory. These experiments compared the responses of neurons in rat barrel cortex with trains of whisker movements with different frequencies; each train possessed either a periodic or an irregular, "noisy" temporal structure. Periodic stimulus trains were composed of a sequence of 21 whisker deflections separated by 20 equal interdeflection intervals (IDIs). Noisy trains were matched for mean IDI but included intervals shorter and longer than the mean IDI. Cortical responses were equivalent for periodic and noisy stimuli for frequencies up to 10 Hz. Above 10 Hz, temporal noise led to a larger response magnitude, and this effect was amplified as deflection frequency increased. Noise also caused a sharpening of the temporal precision of response to the individual deflections of the stimulus train. Cortical neurons thus appear to be "tuned" to respond in a different way to stimuli characterized by temporal unpredictability. As a consequence, perceptual judgments that depend on somatosensory cortical firing rate may be affected by the presence of temporal noise.